Solid-state nanopores are a single-molecule technique that can provide access to 3 biomolecular information that is otherwise masked by ensemble averaging. A promis-4 ing application uses pores and barcoding chemistries to map molecular motifs along 5 single DNA molecules. Despite recent research breakthroughs, however, it remains 6 challenging to overcome molecular noise to fully exploit single molecule data. Here we 7 present an active control technique termed "flossing" that uses a dual nanopore device 8 to trap a protein-tagged DNA molecule and perform up to 100's of back-and-forth elec-9 trical scans of the molecule in a few seconds. The protein motifs bound to 48 kb λDNA 10 are used as detectable features for active triggering of the bidirectional control. Molec-11 ular noise is suppressed by averaging the multi-scan data to produce averaged inter-tag 12 distance estimates that are comparable to their known values. Since nanopore feature-13 mapping applications require DNA linearization when passing through the pore, a key 14 advantage of flossing is that trans-pore linearization is increased to >98% by the second 15 scan, compared to 35% for single nanopore passage of the same set of molecules. In 16 concert with barcoding methods, the dual-pore flossing technique could enable genome 17 mapping and structural variation applications, or mapping loci of epigenetic relevance. 18 1 Keywords 19 nanopore, DNA sensing, active control, single molecule, genome mapping 20 Introduction 21
and voltage settings used in this paper are provided in Tables S1-S2. Having described the general flossing concept, we next present the method in greater detail and results obtained 124 using the method. After DNA co-capture, the DNA molecule will be threaded from left-to-right (L-to-R) using a voltage V 1 <V 2 , with V 1 and V 2 the voltages across pore 1 (left) and pore 2 (right), respectively. A single transit of DNA motion during this fixed polarity period is called a "scan." After automated detection of a predefined number of tags, the direction of DNA motion is reversed with a voltage V 1 >V 2 triggered to move the molecule from right-toleft (R-to-L), giving rise to a second scan. The process is repeated in cyclical fashion until the molecule randomly exits the co-capture state. b A recorded multi-scan current trace I 2 from pore 2, using logic for which the predefined tag detection number is 2, after which the controller triggers the change in direction. The signal from 30-150 ms is truncated for visualization. distribution in Figure S2f ). The data in Figure 2 shows two tags, A and B, in both I 1 and was detected, the FPGA set V 1 = 850 mV, driving the molecule to move R-to-L from 19 to 184 25 ms. The same tags, B and A, were detected in both I 1 and I 2 in reverse order. The same 185 logic continued until the FPGA failed to detect tag B in the last cycle (Figure 2c ), which 186 was caused by the tag appearing too close to the voltage change for the FPGA to detect it. (up to 100X more) in time spent interrogating each molecule by using the flossing method.
193
From the probability plot in Figure 2d , 37% of the events had less than 5 scans, and events with higher scan count are less likely. We examined the probability P (n) of seeing a specific total number of scans n, where the probability of any intermediate scan has correct detection probability p and missed detection probability (1 − p). An event with n total scans indicates the system successfully catches the initial (n − 1) scans but fails to catch the nth scan. Thus its probability P (n) is
Fitting the data to equation (1) results in p = 0.89 for this specific data set ( Figure 2d ).
194
To determine why the molecule exits co-capture, we studied the last cycles and found four 195 common cases: missing a tag in the nth scan ( Figure S4a ); a false positive spike detected 196 in the (n − 1)st scan ( Figure S4b ); a false negative spike in the nth scan ( Figure S4c ); and 197 the molecule exits the pore during the FPGA delay state ( Figure S4d Figure 2: Representative dual current signals and scan count statistics generated during a flossing experiment with MS-tagged DNA. a Full signal traces for I 1 , V 1 , I 2 and V 2 are shown for a representative multi-scan flossing event. The vertical-axis break in the I 1 signal permits vertical-scale zooming on the low and high ranges during the lower and higher V 1 values. b Zoom in of the 1st cycle where two-tag logic shows resolvable tags A and B in both signals. c Zoom-in of the 41st and last cycle, showing the end of co-capture due to an undetected tag. d The total flossing time (mean ± standard deviation) and probability distribution versus scan counts across all co-captured events for the device used (bin width = 4). The red line on the probability data is the fitted model equation (1), with p = 0.89 the probability of correctly detecting two tags in each scan. The chip used had a pore-to-pore distance of 0.61 µm, 27 nm pore 1 diameter, and 25 nm pore 2 diameter (Chip C, Table S1 ). changing the voltage settings will affect event duration between tags, which in turn will affect 200 tag detection probabilities.
201
A dependence of tag amplitude on scan direction is observed in Figure 2a showing relatively shallower and faster spikes when passing through the pore with the higher 203 voltage of the two. Seeing a faster and shallower tag event at higher voltage is consistent 204 with single pore results, and is in part an artifact of the low-pass filter (10 kHz bandwidth) 205 preventing the tag events from hitting full depth (i.e., the faster the event, the shallower).
206
A multi-scan experiment using a three tag triggering setting was also performed (Figure 207 S5). It is harder to get a higher scan count using three tag triggering than with two. In part, 208 this arises because fewer molecules (<20%) show three or more tags ( Figure S2e ), which 209 is a limitation of our current reagent preparation methods. Also, even when the system 210 co-captures one molecule with three tags in both pores, the probability of correct detection 211 of all three tags is lower ( Figure S5c ), and failing to detect any one of the tags moves the 212 molecule to a new region, thereby lowering the scan count for the originally scanned three tag 213 region. To generate more data with higher scan counts, we therefore focused the experiments 214 on two-tag triggering in this initial presentation. representative of the population. Indeed, Figure 3 shows that the probability of linearization 225 is increased to 98% by the second scan. In the data, a folded event is identified if the current 226 blockage is larger than 1.5 times the unfolded blockage amount, and lasts more than 180 µs. 
229
We propose a qualitative mechanism of the progression of unfolding during flossing in 230 Figure 3c . Going L-to-R, motion and the field force at pore 2 are aligned, which promotes 231 folds eventually moving through pore 2 and into channel 2. Subsequently, R-to-L motion pulls only the region of DNA that is under tension via Tug-of-War back through pore 2, despite 233 the counter field force at pore 2, while folds not under Tug-of-War tension experience only 234 the field force and thus remain in channel 2 and away from pore 2. Figure 3d shows the ratio 235 of unfolded events for the progression of translocation types that each of the 309 events went 236 through. Thus the statistics in each column are from exactly the same group of molecules, 237 and are the same data as Figure 2 . The 35% unfolded probability through the initial single 238 pore capture (pore 1 in our device) is consistent with other single pore studies. 1, 9, 33 Following 239 co-capture, 66% of 1st scans are unfolded, which is consistent with tug-of-war data without Only single pore events that resulted in eventual co-capture were included in subsequent probability calculations (pre-i step events in Figure S1 ). b Typical I 2 trace of a multi-scan event in which scan 1 shows folding and subsequent scans do not. c Illustration of a mechanism by which the folded part (initially only in I 2 ) gets removed by the 2nd scan when the molecule moves R-to-L, as described in the text. d The probability P (± 95% error bar) is the fraction of events that are unfolded, for the different translocation types. A total of 309 events experienced all four types in sequential order.
Tag Data Analysis: A Single Scan View 244
The multi-scan data set (constituting L-to-R and R-to-L scans for each pore) contains rich 245 information regarding the underlying tag binding profile and translocation physics. Each 246 individual scan taken from the two pores provides a snapshot of the translocation process 247 for the portion of DNA being scanned. There are two ways to assess the translocation 248 velocity from the tag. The first approach is to quantify the speed of a tag as moves through 249 a single-pore ('dwell time estimation'), which is based on dividing the tag blockade duration 250 (width-at-half-maximum) into the membrane thickness (35 nm). The second approach is 251 unique to dual nanopore technology, and is to assess tag speed as it moves from the first 252 pore (Entry) to the second pore (Exit). This entry-to-exit time is in reference to the time 253 the tag resides in the common chamber above both pores, and is also referred to as the 254 pore-to-pore time. In pore-to-pore speed estimation, the pore-to-pore time is divided into 255 the measured distance between the pores for each chip (Table S1 ). By definition, the pore-256 to-pore approach utilizes correlation between the two current signals I 1 and I 2 , since the 257 time starts when the tag leaves the Entry pore and ends with the tag enters the Exit pore.
258
We note that, at the voltages applied, DNA in the common reservoir is expected to be fully 259 stretched between the pores 28 (0.34 nm/bp).
260 Figure 4 shows an example of an adjacent pair of scans in a multi-scan event, and demon-261 strates how inter-tag separation distances can be estimated from each scan. For the L-to-R 262 scan (Figure 4a,c) , tag A then tag B move through pore 1, and about 1 ms later they move 263 through pore 2. The signal pattern reveals that tags A and B are spatially closer than the 264 distance between the pores (0.64 µm, chip E, Table S1 ). The FPGA is monitoring I 2 for 265 two tags during the control logic. During the waiting period after detecting A and B in I 2 , 266 a third tag C passes through pore 1. Visually, it is also clear from the pore-to-pore transit 267 times of A and B that tags B and C are roughly two times farther apart than the distance 268 between the pores. Upon changing V 1 to promote motion in the reverse direction R-to-L 269 (Figure 4b,d ), the first observable tag in I 1 is C passing back through pore 1. Again, the 270 logic detects A and B in I 2 , and this time both tags pass through pore 1 before the logic 271 triggers the V 1 to promote L-to-R motion. Seeing three tags within I 1 was a result of three 272 physical tag separations that are close enough to accommodate 3-tag pore 1 transit within 273 the 2-tag pore 2 detection time window of I 2 , as implemented on the FPGA. More common 274 was to see two tags reliably in both pores, as detailed in the next section.
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For an L-to-R scan, a tag blockade in I 2 corresponds to a tag exiting the common reservoir, added for visualization (Figure 4a,b) . The pore-to-pore speed is modestly faster for an R-283 to-L direction (0.8 vs. 0.6 µm/ms), which is consistent with a larger voltage differential for 284 R-to-L motion (V 1 = 600 mV, V 2 = 400 mV) than for L-to-R motion (V 1 = 250 mV, V 2 = 285 400 mV). 286 We estimate tag-to-tag separation distances (Figure 4c,d bottom) by multiplying the 287 mean pore-to-pore speed within a scan by the tag-to-tag times recorded within that scan, 288 and adding the membrane thickness. Membrane thickness is added to account for the added 289 spatial separation that is equivalent to either tag passing the length of a pore, since tag-to- will also vary due to differences between the tag pore-to-pore speed and the true speed 295 profile during the tag-to-tag time for a given pore. That is, the assumption that the speed The c L-to-R and d R-to-L signals were from adjacent scans of a co-captured molecule that was scanned for 48 cycles. In L-to-R, pore 1 is the Entry pore for a tag while pore 2 is the Exit pore. In R-to-L, pore 2 is the Entry pore for a tag while pore 1 is the Exit pore. Entry and Exit are thus relative to the direction of motion of a tag as it passes from pore to pore. The signals and inferred number of tags in the common chamber between the pores versus time are plotted. Illustration (ai) visualizes the period when A and B are in the common chamber, while (aii) visualizes the period after B exits but before C enters the common chamber, etc. The Speed plots shows the computed tag speeds at the Entry and Exit pores, based on tag duration divided into membrane thickness, and tag pore-to-pore speeds computed as the known distance between the pores divided by the pore-to-pore time. Inter-tag separation distance predictions are computed by multiplying the mean pore-to-pore speed within a scan by the time between detected tag pairs, and adding the membrane thickness as a correction (main text). The voltages were set to V 1 = 250 mV for L-to-R and 600 mV for R-to-L, with V 2 = 400 mV held constant (Chip E, Table S1 ). The FPGA monitored I 2 for N = 2 tags (exit signal L-to-R, entry signal R-to-L), though 3 tags were visible in I 1 in both directions.
likely that this assumption is better when the tag-to-tag times are shorter than the pore-to- R-to-L 0.21 ± 0.003 (57) 0.21 ± 0.002 (119) a) Events (i-iiii) and (iv)-(v) are from chips E and F (Table S1 ), respectively. b) Mean ± standard deviation of the mean (number of samples). c) Three tags were detected to produce two adjacent separations, listed as (a) and (b).
L-to-R results had larger errors due to larger pore-to-pore speed fluctuation (coefficient of variation is 83%, Table S3 ), and so were excluded.
(representative scans with both I 1 and I 2 signals are provided in Figures S7-S14 ). In other 351 data, however, when a tag is missed in I 2 within a scan, the two-tag scanning logic will 352 eject the molecule or subsequently shift to a new physical tag pairing on the same molecule, 353 which creates a register-shift in the tag-to-tag time data. An example of this is event (vi) in 354 Table S3 with the register-shift scan signals shown in Fig. S11 . While this complexity can 355 be visually observed in the data and accommodated manually, we next sought to develop an 356 alternative approach that could detect and automate analysis for such register shifts.
357
The alternative method presented next is based on aligning the signal in the time domain particularly where there is greater ambiguity in assigning such times across scans. Our 360 own prior work has shown that time-based signal alignment of nanopore data can increase 361 the value of multiple nanopore reads in the context of sequencing through homopolymer 362 regions. 34 The time-based signal alignment strategy is described below, as applied to two 363 multi-scan events shown in Figure 5 . The first in Figure 5a provides an example where 364 tag-pair matching from scan to scan is not ambiguous, while Figure 5b provides an example 365 where tag-pair matching from scan to scan is ambiguous due to the aforementioned register-366 shifting effect (Figure 5a ,c events are events (vii),(vi) in Table S3 , respectively).
367
In the time-bases signal alignment method, the temporal position of each tag relative to 368 the starting time of each scan is first computed. To facilitate alignment, the method must 369 tolerate potentially large differences in tag event shape, and so the tag analysis procedure algorithm works by assuming that at least two tags are shared between two successive scans.
384
In order to identify one of the shared or "common" tags, the algorithm brings each potential (vii),(vi) in Table S3 ). The error on a tag position in the barcode is obtained as the error 400 on the mean over the group of scans associated with the tag, with significant reduction of 401 error achieved through averaging of positional information over multiple scans.
402
The outputted barcodes are in units of time. In order to calibrate the scans to units 403 of distance, we first use an aggregate translocation velocity corresponding to the scan set.
404
The aggregate translocation velocity is computed as the mean of a subset of the pore-to-405 pore speeds measured within a multi-scan event, using only those speeds for which the scan these barcodes shows good reproducibility between the pores (Fig. 5g ) and correspondence 411 with the expected separations from the λ-DNA tag map (Fig. 5h ). Note that the sharpness 412 of the plateaus indicate the precision achieved through averaging of multiple scans. In 413 particular, when we sort the extracted tag separations by size, we find that the data shows Figure 5 : Tag position rescaling and tag spacing distribution using time-based signal aligment. a Raw L-to-R scans from pore 2 for a multi-scan event with control logic triggered to probe two tagged sites. The time-axis is plotted relative to the beginning of each scan. b Temporal positions for each tag obtained from a. c Aligned relative tag separations from b with resultant average separation distances between denoted tags A-B. d Raw L-to-R scans from pore 2 for a multi-scan event with control logic triggered to probe two tagged sites, but produced data covering three tagged sites due to an intermediate missed tag at scans 6 and 15 (offline analysis detects all 3 tags even where online control does not). e Temporal positions for each tag obtained from d. f Aligned relative tag separations from e with resultant average separation distances between denoted tags A-B and B-C. g Averaged separation distances between tags obtained from pore 2 versus pore 1. The linear correlation of the data indicates strong measurement reproducibility between the pores. h Calibrated tag separations arranged in ascending order using pore 1 and pore 2 estimates, with tag relative separation plotted versus separation ranking by size (spacing rank number). The plateaus are close to the expected permutations of tag-pair separations that are possible for the model MS-tagged λ-DNA reagent (horizontal lines, Figure S6 ). Tag separations with at least 10 scans were included, with the histogram above shows the scan count per data point. a-f data are from chip A and g-h data are from chips A, E and F (Table S1 ).
tag blockage analysis algorithm. Figure 5g ,h shows data from the L-to-R portion of 33
